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A new dynamic model is developed for simulating the widely tunable grating assisted codirectional coupler
with rear sampled grating reflector (GCSR) lasers. The gain section of the device is calculated in time-
domain using traveling-wave method, while the transmission spectrum of the coupler and the reflection
spectrum of the reflector are firstly simulated in frequency-domain, and then transformed into time-domain
via digital filter approach. Both static and dynamic performances based on this model agree well with
the published results. Compared with previous works, this new model is more efficient and applicable,
especially in the dynamic simulation.
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Widely wavelength tunable laser diodes are expected to
be key components for advanced optical communication
systems and agile optical networks. They can be used for
inventory control, in-field sparing, reconfigurable wave-
length add/drop, optical wavelength conversion, optical
routing, instant wavelength provision, etc. They can
bring great flexibility, scalability, and cost effectiveness
for advanced optical networks[1,2]. Furthermore, they
are also ideal suited sources for gas-monitoring systems
using absorption spectroscopy[3]. Among various can-
didates, grating assisted codirectional coupler with rear
sampled grating reflector (GCSR) laser is a promising
one due to its wide wavelength tuning range, fast switch-
ing speed, high side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR),
reliable InP manufacturing process, and potential low
cost of fabrication[4]. However, the complexity of this
device makes the design using the traditional iterative
fabrication-and-testing cycle very time consuming and
inefficient. Thus, it is highly desirable to develop a the-
oretical model for performance prediction and design
optimization.

Time-domain traveling-wave (TDTW) method, which
is very suitable for dynamic simulation, has been verified
to give the robust and reliable results for various lasers[5].
Unfortunately, it is a challenge to apply it for the sim-
ulating of the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)-type
widely-tunable lasers due to their large dimensions and
complex structures[6]. Wood et al. have applied this
method into the modeling of sampled grating DBR
(SGDBR) laser, but their work was only limited on the
static wavelength-tuning performances[7]. As an alter-
native model, frequency-domain transfer matrix method
(TMM) seems more suitable for these complex and non-
uniform multi-section devices and has been successfully
applied to the analysis of the GCSR lasers[4]. However,
unlike the TDTW which considers several longitudinal
modes simultaneously, this model should locate and trace
a large number of individual wavelengths. Double itera-

tions including both wavelength- and time-update in the
transient calculation procedure must be needed, which
makes it time consuming and less efficient.

In this letter, a new dynamic theoretical model for the
GCSR lasers is presented, which combined the merits of
both time- and frequency-domain methods into a single
procedure. The conventional TDTW method is applied
to the gain section of the device, while the coupler and
reflector sections are firstly characterized by an analyti-
cal expression and TMM in the frequency domain, and
then transformed back into the time-domain by utilizing
the digital filter approach. Both static and dynamic sim-
ulation results are presented. Compared with previous
works, this model is more efficient and flexible, especially
in the dynamic analysis such as large-signal modulation
and wavelength switching.

The structure of the multi-section GCSR laser is shown
in Fig. 1. It consists of four sections: a gain section, fol-
lowed by a grating-assisted codirectional coupler section,
a phase-tuning section, and a reflector section with a sam-
pled DBR. The reflector consists of periodically sampled
DBR gratings to form a comb-like reflectivity spectrum
and the coupler can select lasing at one peak of them.
Likewise, the phase section aligns the cavity mode[4]. By
adjusting the currents of coupler, phase, and reflector
simultaneously, the quasi-continuous wavelength tuning
can be achieved.

The feature of our model is that the gain section is
still performed by TDTW while the long and complex

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the GCSR laser.
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passive parts are firstly implemented in the frequency-
domain by utilizing analytical expression and TMM, and
then transformed into the time-domain via digital filter
approach[6]. The phase section is considered as a phase-
shift coefficient in the model.

The time domain traveling-wave model is developed
from the time-dependent coupled wave equations for a
set of fields inside the cavity with F+ and F−, respec-
tively. The coupling strength within the active region
equals zero, therefore, these fields satisfy the simplified
equations as[8]
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where vg is the group velocity of the wave packet, Γ
is the optical confinement factor, g is the optical gain,
and αs is the internal loss. δ is the detuning factor re-
lated to the change in the refractive index induced by
the injection carriers. SN is the spontaneous noise which
acts as the driven source characterized by a complex
Gaussian-distributed random number generator[8]. The
wavelength-dependent gain profile can be introduced into
time-domain by an infinite impulse response (IIR) digi-
tal filter[9].
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equations as[8]
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where η is the injection efficiency, I is the injection cur-
rent, P is the photon density, w and d are the waveguide
width and thickness, respectively. The constant e is the
free electron charge, τ stands for the electron lifetime,
B and C are bimolecular and Auger recombination co-
efficients, respectively. The subscript p means that the
parameters correspond to the passive values. The in-
jection carrier induced refractive index change and cor-
responding additional optical loss in the passive sections
are mainly attributed to the free-carrier plasma effect[10].

The transmission characteristics of the grating assisted
coupler can be modeled by an analytical expression[10]:
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where L is the transmission distance, κ is the coupling
coefficient, and δ2

c is the detuning factor for the coupler
section.

The sampled grating reflector sections are firstly han-
dled by TMM method[11]. The transmission coefficients
of the coupler and the reflection coefficients of the reflec-
tor are multiplied in the frequency domain. Then their
corresponding time-domain parameters are extracted by
the finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Therefore, it can
be realized by the reverse discrete fourier transform[6]:

x(t) =
1

M

M−1
∑

k=0

X(f)e2πjkf∆t, (5)

where X(f) stands for the dot production of the coupler
and the reflector, M is the digital filter coefficient num-
ber, ∆t is the time step. The optical field at the end
facet of the gain section can be determined by the time-
domain coefficients of these passive elements convoluted
with the input optical field:

Y =
M
∑

k=0

xk(t)yn−k (6)

where xk(t) stands for the result obtained from Eq. (3)
at the specific time k, y is the input optical field at the
end facets.

The implementation of this model is shown in Fig. 2
and can be arranged as follows. After the input of the
structural parameters of the device is determined, the
gain section of GCSR laser is subdivided into discrete
spatial sections of length ∆z and the corresponding tem-
poral time steps are taken as ∆t = ∆z/vg. The finite
difference scheme approximated to Eq. (1) refers to the
“two-dimensional second-order approximation” of the
coupled-wave equation which is more accurate and sta-
ble than the first-order one[12].

In each time step, the carrier density, photon density,
and the field gain will update themselves. Meanwhile,
the effective refractive index and losses in the coupler
and reflector sections governed are substituted into the
transfer matrix. After then, the transmission and reflec-
tion coefficients of the passive regions modeled in the
frequency domain are converted into time domain and
coupled with optical field equations by Eqs. (5) and (6).

The structure and related physical parameters for sim-
ulation are listed in Table 1. The length of gain, coupler,
phase, and reflector are 500, 500, 150, and 900 µm re-
spectively. The grating period in the coupler is 15 µm
and the coupling coefficient is selected as 50 cm−1. The
reflector is a super structure grating which includes five
different gating pitches in each period. The length for
grating pitch at 236, 238, 240, 242, and 244 nm grating

Fig. 2. Flow chart of simulating process.
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Table 1. GCSR Laser Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Waveguide Width (w) 2 µm

Active Waveguide Thickness (d) 39 nm

Passive Waveguide Thickness (dp) 200 nm

Active Waveguide Loss (α) 30 cm−1

Passive Waveguide Loss (αP) 2 cm−1

Active Waveguide Confinement (Γ) 0.35

Passive Waveguide Confinement (ΓP) 0.5

Effective Refractive

Index in Active Region (na−eff) 3.31

Effective Refractive

Index in Active Region (np−eff) 3.45

Active Region Carrier Lifetime (τ ) 1×10−9 s

Passive Region Carrier Lifetime (τP) 10×10−9 s

Bimolecular Recombination

Coefficient (B) 10−10 cm−3·s−1

Active Region Auger

Coefficient (C) 2.5×10−29 cm−6·s−1

Passive Region Auger

Coefficient (Cp) 7×10−29 cm−6·s−1

Injection Efficiency (η) 0.8

Fig. 3. (a) Tuning characteristics of GCSR laser with the
maximum tuning currents in the reflector region of 15 mA,
(b) superimposed of tuning spectra of eight different wave-
lengths.

pitch is 14.88, 9.32, 5.95, 4.86, and 12.4 µm, respectively,
and the coupling coefficient is 140 cm−1[13]. Due to the
flexibility of our model, other structure parameters of
the coupler or reflector sections can be easily substituted
and do not affect the stability and self-consistent within
the time-domain part.

Simulated static tuning map of the device is shown in
Fig. 3(a) and each wavelength is represented by a circle.
The active and phase currents are maintained at 100
and 0 mA, respectively. The maximum tuning currents

for the coupler and reflector sections are 15 mA and
the tuning range is about 43.7 nm covered from 1560.8
nm to 1604.5 nm. Different from TMM, the TDTW
does not need trace individual longitudinal modes, and
the frequency spectrum can be obtained conveniently
from the output complex field by Fourier transform[5,8].
Therefore, our model would be more stable and avoid
convergence problems compared with the model in Ref.
[4]. The superimposed spectrum for eight wavelengths
is shown in Fig. 3(b). The simulation results agree well
with the published results in Ref. [4].

Furthermore, the TDTW has huge advantages over
the TMM in simulating the dynamic behaviors of diode
lasers[8]. The large-signal modulation performance of
GCSR laser can be effectively evaluated in our model
and the simulation result is shown in Fig. 4. In this
case, the injection current in coupler, phase, and reflec-
tor regions are fixed at 1, 0, and 2 mA, respectively. The
gain section is driven by a bit-sequence of 101101000111
at 2.5 Gbps with 1.5Ith for 0-pulses and 100 mA for
1-pulses, Ith is the threshold current of the GCSR laser.

Benefit from their potential ability of fast switching
speed, GCSR laser diodes can be widely used for wave-
length routing, instant wavelength provisioning, packet
switching, etc. When simulating the time-resolved char-
acteristics, the TDTW method would be much more
efficient and accurate than the frequency-domain TMM
method[5]. However, due to the Nyquist limit and the
long size of the devices, previous works only focus on the
switching phenomena of three-section DBR lasers[14,15].

Using our model, the dynamic wavelength switching
performance of GCSR laser diodes can be simulated in
a very efficient way. The switching route being inves-
tigated is that when the coupler current is varied from
14 to 9 mA and back to 14 mA, the active, phase, and
reflector section’s currents are held constant at 100, 0,
and 1 mA, respectively. The frequency of signal in the
rear sample grating is 40 MHz, and the corresponding
switching point is at 5 and 30 ns, respectively. The de-
tailed temporal evolution of mode-competition behaviors
can be clearly distinguished in Fig. 5. As can be seen,
the laser initially oscillates at 1564.1 nm before the 5th
ns. With decreasing the switching current in the coupler
section, the position of the transmission peaks and thus
the alignment wavelength would be red-shifted. Conse-
quently, the multimodes 1569.5, 1575.1, and 1580.2 nm
compete to oscillate in that the mode losses condition
is changed. After then, these transient modes begin to
degrade and the wavelength successfully switches to the
destination mode 1585.8 nm at the 12.8th ns. In the
backward case, similar phenomena are observed. All
the transient modes can be totally suppressed after the
37.9th ns. These results indicate that the switching delay
for both forward and backward cases are around 7.8 and
7.9 ns respectively with the switching distance over 20
nm and in qualitative agreement with the experimental
results published in Ref. [4]. The simulation results
also shows that the GCSR lasers would be more com-
petent for the wavelength switching application due to
that its switching time is much less than that of the DBR
lasers, which can only tune less than ∼10 nm in the same
switching time[15].

The typical computing time for dynamic simulation in
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Fig. 4. Time response of large-signal modulation with the
1.5Ith for 0-pulses and 100 mA for 1-pulses.

Fig. 5. Variation of mode power traced with switching time.

this letter is around 50 s for the modulation simulation,
and less than 7 min with the resolution of 0.1 ns for
simulating the wavelength switching. This shows a huge
advantage over TMM in dynamic simulation.

The most time-consuming task in this letter is to ob-
tain the wavelength tuning map of Fig. 3(a), and the
typical computing time is around 1.5 h. The main rea-
son is that the workload is much heavier and the TDTW
is not good at static simulation. However, our model is
much more efficient and it takes only ∼1/10 computing
time compared with the published results using TMM
shown in Ref. [4].

In summary, a new dynamic theoretical model for
GCSR lasers is developed in this letter. The gain sec-
tion of the laser is still operated by the conventional
time-domain traveling-wave method, while the passive
parts are firstly modeled in frequency domain and then
transformed into the time domain via digital filter ap-
proach. Since both the merits of the time- and frequency-
domain method are combined into a single procedure,
this new model would be more efficient and widely ap-
plicable. Both static and dynamic simulation results

are presented. The wavelength-tuning map, superim-
posed of the wavelength spectrum, large-signal modu-
lation, and wavelength-switching performance have been
demonstrated in our model and have a good consistent
with the published results. This confirms that our model
is an accurate and powerful simulation platform for the
design and optimization of GCSR devices.

This work was supported by the National “863” Pro-
gram of China (No. 2006AA03Z427) and the State Key
Development Program for Basic Research of China (No.
2003CB314903).
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